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The central focus of the IDEA Awards is to provide an opportunity to share and celebrate our most successful design projects with our peers and to be inspired by the work of our fellow designers. We are showcasing the design skills and talent of those individuals right here, in the State of Indiana. In turn, recognizing these achievements helps achieve the IIDA Indiana mission to promote interior design as a profession that supports health, safety, and welfare to the general public.
Membership in the IIDA makes you a part of a community – one that provides vital education and networking opportunities – as well as access to industry-leading publications, tuition reimbursement opportunities, access to the IIDA Job Bank, and reduced fees for exciting Chapter CEUs, programs and events. IIDA Indiana advocates on behalf of Interior Designers, elevating the profession while providing business development opportunities that push your career potential to a higher level.

Whether you are a student, a project manager, an entrepreneur, or a retired designer, IIDA has the perfect membership package for you.

To become a member of IIDA Indiana, please visit the website of IIDA National.

For more information, please contact:
Jessica Bohac
Vice President of Membership
jbohac@humanscale.com
COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS

Hilary Jensen | Carson Design Associates
Shelby Lemen | Armstrong Flooring
Michael Firsich | VP, Signature Events

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Charlotte Jolly | Lohr Design
Emilie Diggs | Meticulous Design + Architecture
Emma Walsh | Four Point Design
Hannah Freiherr | Business Furniture
Kaitlyn Barrett | Parallel Design Group
Kelly Meinken | Momentum Group
Marisa Gegg | DELV Design
Megan Ebling | CSO
Samantha Blackmore | BSA Lifestructures
Phil Caito | Armstrong Ceilings
MEET THE JUDGES

Nila Leiserowitz
FIIDA, FASID
Gensler

Frederick J. Schmidt
FIIDA, LEED AP
Perkins+Will

Sascha Wagner
FIIDA, AIA, LEED AP
Huntsman Architectural Group
Join us in celebrating IIDA Indiana’s first **CARBON NEUTRAL** event! Every planning decision for the 2019 IDEA Awards included thoughtful dialogue and creativity to minimize waste and maximize sustainable practices. Additional credits were purchased through the Nature Conservancy to offset our carbon footprint for this event. When the environment is protected, the benefits are felt in every sector of our community for future generations. Our aim is to prove that reducing our environmental impact is attainable and necessary. We lead by example to set a new standard that sparks excitement about Indiana’s role in the environmental movement. Join us by doing your part at work, at home, and anywhere you travel to protect our beautiful planet. Thank you for your support!

Our entire carbon footprint of 8092 lbs of CO2 has been offset by donating to The Nature Conservancy to fund forest conservation and improved forest management. Our CO2 emissions have been compensated by removing and preventing the release of an equivalent amount of CO2 into the atmosphere thanks to our forests that absorb CO2.

**A special thank you to the following organizations for helping us reduce our environmental impact!**

- Random Acts of Flowers
- The Environmental Printing Company
- Second Helpings
- Sweet Peas Flower Farm
- Indiana Recycling Coalition
- Hoosier Environmental Council
- Earth Mama Compost
- The Nature Conservancy
MEET THE EMCEE

Chuck Lofton
Skytrack 13 Meteorologist
CORPORATE COMMERCIAL - REMODEL
CONFIDENTIAL CORPORATE CLIENT
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Axis Architecture + Interiors
CONTRACTOR | Pepper Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Susan Fleck Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | RJE Business Interiors & Custom Interior Dynamics

CORPORATE/COMMERCIAL - REMODEL
FARBEST FOODS
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Jasper, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Natalie Schmidt & Jack Faber
CONTRACTOR | Jasper Lumber
PHOTOGRAPHER | Lesle Lane with Studio 13
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Armstrong Ceilings & Finishing Touches
SCHOTT DESIGN, INC.

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Jackie Jenkins & Meghan James
CONTRACTOR | Brandt Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Caitlin Sullivan
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Patcraft & Specified Lighting Systems
DEFENDERS HEADQUARTERS
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Julie Grubb & Lynn M. Hynes, Ph.D
CONTRACTOR | Andrews Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Michael Firsich Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Specified Lighting Systems & Shaw Contract
COOK REGENTEC
INNOVATION CENTER - INDIANAPOLIS
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Melissa Davis & Karen Tobin
CONTRACTOR | Messer Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Michael Firsich Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Kimball & Milliken & Company
ELI LILLY
IWP BUILDING 173
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Kelly Lea & Julie Berry
CONTRACTOR | Messer Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Choreo & Light Source
CALDWELL VANRIPER
OFFICE RENOVATION
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Katie Thompson
CONTRACTOR | Connor + Company
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | RJE Business Interiors & Shaw Contract
EMPLOY INDY
PNC BUILDING
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Alyssa Meyer & Jeremy Welu
CONTRACTOR | Capitol Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | The Addison Group LLC
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Patcraft & Specified Lighting Systems
FINISH MASTER
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Rachel Reynolds & Briana Dunkin
CONTRACTOR | Capitol Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Chris Whonsettler
SUPPORTING VENDORS | RJE Business Interiors & Mohawk Group
GREATER LAFAYETTE COMMERCE
Lafayette, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Carrie Henriott & Jeremy Duff
CONTRACTOR | Kettelhut Construction, Inc.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Lafayette
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Milliken & Company & Mohawk Group
HOMEADVISOR
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Rachel Reynolds & Briana Dunkin
CONTRACTOR | Capitol Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Russ Richey
SUPPORTING VENDORS | DIRTTE & Armstrong Ceilings
KSMC 111
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Cara Weber & Marisa Gegg
CONTRACTOR | Charles C. Brandt Construction Co.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Susan Fleck Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | RJE Business Interiors & Purposeful Design

CORPORATE/COMMERCIAL - REMODEL
NORTHEAST INDIANA REGIONAL PARTNERSHIP
Fort Wayne, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Jessica Spindler & Nathan Woods
CONTRACTOR | The Hagerman Group
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tim Brumbeloe with BFA Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Longerbone Collective / Benetti Home & Modifi
ONWARD INVESTORS, LLC
130 EAST WASHINGTON
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Sim Nabors & Emily Robinson
CONTRACTOR | Brandt Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Susan Fleck Photography SUPPORTING VENDORS | Fab Crew & Antreasian Design, Inc.
PK PARTNERS, LLC
BEDEL FINANCIAL
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Mallory Stump & Meghan James
CONTRACTOR | Kort Builders, Inc.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Caitlin Sullivan
SUPPORTING VENDORS | RJE Business Interiors & Mohawk Group
POINT COMFORT UNDERWRITERS
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Julie Grubb & Lynn M. Hynes
CONTRACTOR | Brandt Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Jamie Witt
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Specified Lighting Systems & Business Furniture
PARALLEL DESIGN GROUP

SEI
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Rachel Reynolds & Briana Dunkin
CONTRACTOR | Marksmen Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Russ Richey
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Specified Lighting Systems & Milliken & Company
STRADA EDUCATION NETWORK
MARKET TOWER HEADQUARTERS
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Amanda Clark & John Albrecht
CONTRACTOR | Blaze Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Michael Firsich Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | ESL Spectrum & Louisville Tile
TELAMON
Carmel, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Axis Architecture + Interiors
CONTRACTOR | Capitol Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Susan Fleck Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | RJE Business Interiors & ESL Spectrum
ROWLAND DESIGN

WTHR LOBBY RENOVATION
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Paul Sinclair & Jeff Lobsiger
CONTRACTOR | WTHR
PHOTOGRAPHER | Elizabeth Ladomersky
SUPPORTING VENDORS | ISF Sign & Antreasian Design, Inc.
ZETA TAU ALPHA
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Carmel, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Lacey Causseaux
CONTRACTOR | Meyer Najem
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | MDC Wallcovering & RJE Business Interiors
CORPORATE COMMERCIAL - NEW CONSTRUCTION
ALLIED SOLUTIONS
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Carmel, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Eric Knott & Marie Albrecht
CONTRACTOR | F.A. Wilhelm Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Studio 13 Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Business Furniture & Interface
DENISE PIERCE
DK PIERCE & ASSOCIATES
Zionsville, IN

DESIGN TEAM | David Rausch
CONTRACTOR | Brandt Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Chris Bucher
SUPPORTING VENDOR | RJE Business Interiors
MITSCH DESIGN

FLAHERTY & COLLINS PROPERTIES
FLAHERTY & COLLINS HEADQUARTERS
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Keith Cole & Courtney Roessler
CONTRACTOR | Shiel Sexton
PHOTOGRAPHER | Andrew Kung Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Shaw Contract & CI Solutions

CORPORATE / COMMERCIAL - NEW CONSTRUCTION
GERSHMAN PARTNERS
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Craig McCormick & Brandon Lowry
CONTRACTOR | Gilliatte
PHOTOGRAPHER | Adam Reynolds
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Milliken & Company & Nick Allman Studio
HERTZ INVESTMENT GROUP
NEXUS TENANT LOUNGE
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Alison Shull & Emily Hillyer
CONTRACTOR | Capitol Construction & Marz Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Michael Firsich Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | American Interiors & Specified Lighting Systems
HOMEBANK
PLAINFIELD BRANCH
Plainfield, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Lindsi Piatt & Jack Hollingsworth
CONTRACTOR | Edwards-Rigdon Construction Co.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Michael Firsich Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Central Indiana Hardware/ Eggers Industries & Interface

CORPORATE / COMMERCIAL - NEW CONSTRUCTION
KATZ SAPPER & MILLER
Fort Wayne, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Lauren Elliott & Nathan Woods
CONTRACTOR | Weigand Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tim Brumbeloe with BFA Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Business Furniture / Steelcase & Armstrong Ceilings
LAFAYETTE FAMILY YMCA
Lafayette, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Mackenzie Cromer & Carrie Henriott
CONTRACTOR | Tecton Construction Mgt. Inc.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Taylor James
SUPPORTING VENDORS | J+J Flooring Group & Daltile
MACALLISTER MACHINERY
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Sarah Schwartzkopf & Robert Boose
CONTRACTOR | Browning
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | William Morris & OfficeWorks

CORPORATE / COMMERCIAL - NEW CONSTRUCTION
AMERICAN STRUCTUREPOINT

BLUESKY TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
BLUESKY TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS HEADQUARTERS
Noblesville, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Kaitlyn Barrett & Rob Bray
CONTRACTOR | Meyer Najem
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | FAB Crew & Specified Lighting Systems

CORPORATE / COMMERCIAL - NEW CONSTRUCTION
AMERICAN STRUCTUREPOINT

CEDIA
CEDIA GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS
Fishers, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Kaitlyn Barrett & Rob Bray
CONTRACTOR | Meyer Najem
PHOTOGRAPHER | Susan Fleck Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | RJE Business Interiors & Specified Lighting Systems

CORPORATE / COMMERCIAL - NEW CONSTRUCTION
MJ INSURANCE
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Carmel, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Marie Albrecht & Heidi Lofton
CONTRACTOR | F.A. Wilhelm Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Frederick|Julius Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Milliken & Company & Officeworks
DESIGN COLLABORATIVE

ORNL FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
NORTHSHORE
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Lauren Elliott & Kelly Shields
CONTRACTOR | Johnson and Galyon
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tim Brumbeloe with BFA Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Commercial Environments / Kimball & Shaw Contract

CORPORATE / COMMERCIAL - NEW CONSTRUCTION
THE CENTER
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Yvonne Gerbasi & Brandon Lowry
CONTRACTOR | Lauth Group
PHOTOGRAPHER | Frederick Julius Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Knoll / RJE Business Interiors & Herman Miller / Office Works
YMCA OF GREATER INDIANAPOLIS
ORTHOINDY FOUNDATION YMCA
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Asia Coffee & Desma Belsaas
CONTRACTOR | The Skillman Corporation
PHOTOGRAPHER | Morgan Sizemore
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Armstrong Flooring & 3Form

CORPORATE / COMMERCIAL - NEW CONSTRUCTION
K-12 EDUCATION - REMODEL
HAMILTON HEIGHTS SCHOOL CORPORATION
HAMILTON HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOL
Arcadia, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Erin Jennings & Stuart Godfrey
CONTRACTOR | W R Dunkin & Son
PHOTOGRAPHER | Daniel Showalter
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Binford Group of Indiana /KI & Sharp School Services
MSD OF LAWRENCE TOWNSHIP
MARY CASTLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Asia Coffee & Liam Keesling
CONTRACTOR | Verkler Inc.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Morgan Sizemore
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Patcraft & Binford Group of Indiana/KI
PLAINFIELD COMMUNITY SCHOOLS CORPORATION
PLAINFIELD SCHOOLS IMAGINATION LAB
Plainfield, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Chrislyn Davis & Jim Funk
CONTRACTOR | 3D Professional Contracting
PHOTOGRAPHER | Frederick|Julius Photography & CSO
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Business Furniture & Surface Materials
K-12 EDUCATION - NEW CONSTRUCTION
BOYS & GIRLS CLUB OF NOBLESVILLE
Noblesville, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Axis Architecture + Interiors
CONTRACTOR | The Hagerman Group
PHOTOGRAPHER | Susan Fleck Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Repro Graphix & Shaw Contract
GREENWOOD COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION
GREENWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL
Greenwood, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Laura Hardin & Tom Neff
CONTRACTOR | J.C. Ripberger Construction Corporation
PHOTOGRAPHER | Duane Dart
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Patcraft & Binford Group of Indiana/KI

K-12 EDUCATION - NEW CONSTRUCTION
EVANSVILLE VANDERBURGH SCHOOL CORPORATION
MCCUTCHEONVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Evansville, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Jason Southwell & Eric Rang
CONTRACTOR | Weddle Bros. Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Glenn Tang with Black Pixel Studios
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Louisville Tile & Virco

K-12 EDUCATION - NEW CONSTRUCTION
WEST LAFAYETTE COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORP.
WEST LAFAYETTE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL
West Lafayette, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Carrie Henriott & Jovon Rayl
CONTRACTOR | Kettelhut Construction, Inc.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Taylor James
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Patcraft & Interface
HIGHER EDUCATION - REMODEL
DEPAUW UNIVERSITY
ROBERT G. BOTTOMS ALUMNI & DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Greencastle, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Sarah Schwartzkopf & Ashley Bedwell
CONTRACTOR | Shiel Sexton
PHOTOGRAPHER | Daniel Showalter & Jessica Mills
SUPPORTING VENDORS | OFS & Cumberland Furniture
FRANCISCAN HEALTH
ST. ELIZABETH SCHOOL OF NURSING
Lafayette, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Diana Ricks & Karisa Laughlin
CONTRACTOR | Tonn & Blank Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Susan Fleck Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Gail Force Enterprises & 3 Form
MARIAN UNIVERSITY
BYRUM SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Laura Hardin & Sarah Hempstead
CONTRACTOR | Shiel Sexton
PHOTOGRAPHER | Morgan Sizemore
SUPPORTING VENDORS | J&J Invision & Steelcase
UNIVERSITY OF INDIANAPOLIS
GOOD HALL RENOVATION
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Joel Young & Marisa Gegg
CONTRACTOR | F.A. Wilhelm Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | The Addison Group LLC
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Rulon International & Specified Lighting Systems
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
ROBERTS FAMILY INDIANA BASKETBALL TEAM CENTER
Bloomington, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Eric Knott & Jim Funk
CONTRACTOR | J.C. Ripberger Construction Corporation
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | OFS & J.C. Ripberger Construction Corporation
FRANKLIN COLLEGE
SCIENCE CENTER
Franklin, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Carrie McGovern & Samantha Blackmore
CONTRACTOR | The Hagerman Group
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | The Longerbone Collective with Benetti
MOSS & Armstrong Ceilings
HIGHER EDUCATION - NEW CONSTRUCTION
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN INDIANA
FUQUAY WELCOME CENTER
Evansville, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Amanda Clark & Anson Keller
CONTRACTOR | Empire Contractors
PHOTOGRAPHER | DkGr & USI
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Patcraft & Louisville Tile
BSA LifeStructures

PURDUE UNIVERSITY
HOBART AND RUSSELL CREIGHTON HALL OF ANIMAL SCIENCES AND
THE LAND O’LAKES CENTER FOR EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING COMPLEX
West Lafayette, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Scott McFadden & Jen Worley
CONTRACTOR | Turner Construction Company
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | MDC Wallcovering & Specified Lighting Systems

HIGHER EDUCATION - NEW CONSTRUCTION
ROSE-HULMAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MUSSALLEM UNION
Terre Haute, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Sim Nabors & Rebecca Hinz
CONTRACTOR | Garmong Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Susan Fleck Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Interface & Louisville Tile
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
PAUL H. O’NEILL GRADUATE CENTER
Bloomington, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Carrie McGovern & Kalevi H uotilainen
CONTRACTOR | Weddle Bros. Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Armstrong Ceilings & Binford Group of Indiana
PURDUE POLYTECHNIC, FLAGSHIP ENTERPRISE
PURDUE POLYTECHNIC ANDERSON
Anderson, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Kelly Maienbrook & Matt Yates
CONTRACTOR | W R Dunkin & Son
PHOTOGRAPHER | Daniel Showalter
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Viridian Reclaimed Wood & ESL Spectrum
BSA LifeStructures

PURDUE UNIVERSITY
WILMUTH ACTIVE LEARNING CENTER
West Lafayette, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Melissa Davis & Jen Worley
CONTRACTOR | F.A. Wilhelm Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Craig Dugan
SUPPORTING VENDORS | MDC Wallcovering & OfficeWorks/
Herman Miller
HEALTHCARE & ASSISTED LIVING - REMODEL
REI REAL ESTATE SERVICES
DR. KLAPPER EYELID AND FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
Carmel, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Alisha Morgan & Jackie Jenkins
CONTRACTOR | CTI Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Caitlin Sullivan
SUPPORTING VENDORS | OfficeWorks & CTI Construction
HENDRICKS REGIONAL HEALTH
ENDOSCOPY, IV THERAPY & WOUND THERAPY EXPANSION
Danville, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Heather Leslie & Rachel Lindemann
CONTRACTOR | Shiel Sexton
PHOTOGRAPHER | Eric Fritz & Howard Doughty
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Forms and Surfaces & Specified Lighting Systems
TWG DEVELOPMENT
FLORENCE FAY SCHOOL 21 RENOVATION
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Kaitlyn Barrett & Vanessa Shumate
CONTRACTOR | TWG Development
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Indiana Brick Company & J+J Flooring Group
IU HEALTH

IU HEALTH RILEY OUTPATIENT CLINIC

Fort Wayne, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Alyssa Meyer & Chris Lake
CONTRACTOR | The Hagerman Group
PHOTOGRAPHER | Studio 13 Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Skyline Design & Specified Lighting Systems
ALIDADE HERITAGE I, LLC
PUBLIC SAFETY
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Mallory Stump
CONTRACTOR | Brittany Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Caitlin Sullivan
SUPPORTING VENDORS | The Mohawk Group & Business Furniture
HEALTHCARE & ASSISTED LIVING - NEW CONSTRUCTION
TLC MANAGEMENT
CREEKSIDE SENIOR LIVING AND REHAB
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Connie Jung & Amanda Manley
CONTRACTOR | TLC Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Michael Firsich Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | MDC Wallcovering & JSI Group

HEALTHCARE AND ASSISTED LIVING - NEW CONSTRUCTION
BSA LifeStructures

INDIANA SPINE GROUP
INDIANA SPINE HOSPITAL
Carmel, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Danielle D owner & Lisa Baker
CONTRACTOR | Browning
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | GRT Glass Design & InSite Art

HEALTHCARE AND ASSISTED LIVING - NEW CONSTRUCTION
DEACONESS HEALTH SYSTEM
LINDA E. WHITE HOSPICE HOUSE
Evansville, IN
DESIGN TEAM | Rebecca Brady & Jason Southwell
CONTRACTOR | Garmong Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Lesle Lane with Studio 13
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Interface & LHI Lighting
DEACONESS HEALTH SYSTEM
ORTHOPEDIC AND NEUROSCIENCE HOSPITAL
Newburgh, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Scott McFadden & Samantha Blackmore
CONTRACTOR | Barton Malow
PHOTOGRAPHER | Alise O'Brien
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Nora & Louisville Tile
PARKVIEW HEALTH
PARKVIEW CANCER INSTITUTE
Fort Wayne, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Jamie Raymond & Karisa Laughlin
CONTRACTOR | Weigand Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Daryl Shields
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Louisville Tile & Mannington

HEALTHCARE AND ASSISTED LIVING - NEW CONSTRUCTION
RIVERVIEW HEALTH
RIVERVIEW HEALTH WESTFIELD HOSPITAL
Westfield, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Erica Irvin & Brandon Hoopingarner
CONTRACTOR | Summit Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Daltile & Johnsonite Flooring

HEALTHCARE AND ASSISTED LIVING - NEW CONSTRUCTION
SMILECENTRIC
SMILECENTRIC
Carmel, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Katie Divine & Jill St. Claire
CONTRACTOR | Henry Schein
PHOTOGRAPHER | Molly Carr
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Henry Schein & MDC Wallcovering

HEALTHCARE AND ASSISTED LIVING - NEW CONSTRUCTION
FRANCISCAN ST. FRANCIS HEALTH
ST. FRANCIS STONES CROSSING MOB
Greenwood, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Kari Funston & Nate Alderfer
CONTRACTOR | Tonn & Blank Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Lesle Lane with Studio 13
SUPPORTING VENDORS | RJE Business Interiors & Santarossa Mosaic & Tile Co.
RESIDENTIAL/MULTIFAMILY - REMODEL
MR. AND MRS. CORSARO
CORSARO RESIDENCE
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Marika Klemm & Janice Pattee
CONTRACTOR | Pulliam Scott Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Valainis
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Cabinetry Green & Drapery Street
BARRETT & STOKELY
WINTER HOUSE APARTMENTS
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Katie Divine & Courtney Roessler
CONTRACTOR | Gibson Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Andrew Kung Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Gibson Construction & Corporate Fine Art
RESIDENTIAL/MULTIFAMILY - NEW CONSTRUCTION
PHANOMEN/ design

NICK BLUM
BLUMLUX FLAT
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Loree O. Everette & Kelsey Parkison
CONTRACTOR | Stenz Construction
PHOTOGRAHER | Brandon Lowry
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Cathedral Marble & Lee's Plumbing Supply

RESIDENTIAL/MULTIFAMILY - NEW CONSTRUCTION
KELSEY AND TYLER JOHNSTON
INDIANA FARMHOUSE
Yorktown, IN

DESIGN TEAM | David Rausch
CONTRACTOR | Cedar Street Builders
PHOTOGRAPHER | Chris Bucher
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Timeless Designs & Pella Windows and Doors
KEYSTONE REALTY GROUP, LLC
THE OLIVIA ON MAIN AMENITY CENTER & LEASING OFFICE
Carmel, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Eric Knott & Izabela Ozdemir
CONTRACTOR | Keystone Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Daniel Showalter
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Interface & Keystone Construction

RESIDENTIAL/MULTIFAMILY - NEW CONSTRUCTION
GENE B GLICK COMPANY
QUARRY AT RIVER NORTH
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Jill St. Claire & Maria Ellingwood
CONTRACTOR | Dillon Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Andrew Kung Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Masland Contract & Rustbelt Reclamation

RESIDENTIAL/MULTIFAMILY - NEW CONSTRUCTION
GOVERNMENT & INSTITUTIONAL
CITY OF GREENWOOD
GREENWOOD COMMUNITY CENTER
Greenwood, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Kari Funston & Rick Rush
CONTRACTOR | Myers Construction Mgmt.
PHOTOGRAPHER | In-House Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | BoMar Industries - Metal Fabricators & Mader Design
CONFIDENTIAL PROJECT
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Stephanie Burkhart & Briana Dunkin
CONTRACTOR | Capitol Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Chris Whonsettler
SUPPORTING VENDORS | OfficeWorks & Specified Lighting Systems
MICHIGAN ROAD BRANCH LIBRARY
INDIANAPOLIS PUBLIC LIBRARY
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Ali Herman & Kevin Montgomery
CONTRACTOR | Stenz Construction Co.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Daniel Showalter
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Interface & Indy Urban Hardwood Company
HOSPITALITY
LAZZARA RESTAURANT GROUP
ANTHONY'S CHOPHOUSE & 3UP
Carmel, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Loree O. Everette & Jeannie M arrugo
CONTRACTOR | Garming Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Specified Lighting Systems & Natural Stone & Tile
EVANSVILLE COUNTRY CLUB
DINING ADDITION & RENOVATION
Evansville, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Jason Southwell & Natalie Schmidt
CONTRACTOR | Arc Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Glenn Tang with Black Pixel Studios
SUPPORTING VENDORS | LHI Lighting & Tandus  Centiva
PHANOMEN/ design

CUNNINGHAM RESTAURANT GROUP
LIVERY
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Loree O. Everette & Yu Zhang
CONTRACTOR | Craft Construction Management
PHOTOGRAPHER | Bret David
SUPPORING VENDORS | Louisville Tile & Woodbury Mill

HOSPITALITY
WHITE LODGING
MARRIOTT DOWNTOWN INDIANAPOLIS
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | David Rausch Studio & Flick Mars
CONTRACTOR | Shiel Sexton
PHOTOGRAPHER | Chris Bucher
SUPPORTING VENDORS | DNL Wood Working
MARTHA HOOVER
PUBLIC GREENS AT THE FASHION MALL
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Jessie Flagle & Eric Rowland
CONTRACTOR | Pepper Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Michael Firsich Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Smart Pergola & Specified Lighting Systems
BROWNING DAY MULLIENS DIERDORF

INDIANAPOLIS INDIANS
VICTORY FIELD SUITES RENOVATION
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Lacey Causseaux
CONTRACTOR | 3D Professional Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | MDC Wallcovering & Cambria
COMPACT PROJECT - UNDER 15,000 SF
AMBROSE MEMBERSCLICKS
Carmel, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Alison Shull & Meghan James
CONTRACTOR | Compass Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Caitlin Sullivan
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Milliken & Company & ESL Spectrum

COMPACT PROJECT - UNDER 15,000 SF
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION OF INDIANA
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Axis Architecture + Interiors
CONTRACTOR | Browning
PHOTOGRAPHER | Susan Fleck Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Pivot Marketing & Repro Graphix

COMPACT PROJECT - UNDER 15,000 SF
ELANCO
CORPORATE CAMPUS MAIN LOBBY
Greenfield, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Alison McCully & Stacy Kennelly
CONTRACTOR | Davis & Associates, Inc.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Tony Frederick
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Louisville Tile & LightSource

COMPACT PROJECT - UNDER 15,000 SF
IUPUI

THE IDEA GARDEN

Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Mike Montgomery & Abigail Richart
CONTRACTOR | Patterson Horth Construction Co.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Michael Firsich Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Longerbone Collective with Benetti Moss & Herman Miller/Office Works
BRENNAN INVESTMENT GROUP
LAUNCHPAD
Fishers, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Brittany W inchester & Jackie Jenkins
CONTRACTOR | Alt Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Caitlin Sullivan
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Business Furniture & Shaw  Contract

COMPACT PROJECT - UNDER 15,000 SF
INDIANA YOUTH GROUP
OFFICE RENOVATION
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Liam Keesling & Sarah Hempstead
CONTRACTOR | Capitol Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Morgan Sizemore
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Interface & Florida Tile
ESKENAZI HEALTH
OUTPATIENT REHABILITATION ADDITION
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Jamie Raymond & Jason Holt
CONTRACTOR | Verkler, Inc.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Wade Carignan
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Modern Surfaces & Surface Materials

COMPACT PROJECT - UNDER 15,000 SF
JLL
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Rachel Reynolds & Briana Dunkin
CONTRACTOR | Capitol Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Russ Richey
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Specified Lighting Systems & MDC Wallcovering
ROWLAND DESIGN

JOHN EDGEWORTH
DELLA LEVA ESPRESSO BAR
Fishers, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Randy Veatch & Paul Sinclair
CONTRACTOR | Capitol Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Elizabeth Ladomersky
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Louisville Tile & Specified Lighting Systems

COMPACT PROJECT - UNDER 15,000 SF
LISA BERRY
LOVE YOUR BODY BOUTIQUE
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Connie Jung & Susie Fawcett
CONTRACTOR | Building Owner Provided
PHOTOGRAPHER | Michael Firsich Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Modern Surfaces & Atlas Flooring
CSO

DESIGN TEAM | Eric Knott & Marie Albrecht
CONTRACTOR | Pepper Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Frederick|Julius Photography & Studio 13
Photography
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Louisville Tile & Commercial Office Environments

PARKWOOD AMENITY AND RECREATION CENTER
Indianapolis, IN

COMPACT PROJECT - UNDER 15,000 SF
JILL DUZAN

REIS-NICHOLS JEWELERS
INDIANAPOLIS LOCATION
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Jill Willey & Mary Jensen
CONTRACTOR | Capitol Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Jane Albers
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Hubbardton Forge & Interface

COMPACT PROJECT - UNDER 15,000 SF
INNOVATEMAP
CORPORATE OFFICE
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Amanda Clark & John Albrecht
CONTRACTOR | Kort Construction, Inc.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Innovatem ap/DkGr
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Interface & OfficeWorks
SCHOTT DESIGN, INC.

DESIGN TEAM | Mallory Stump & Sarah H off
CONTRACTOR | Build Smart Construction
PHOTOGRAPHER | Caitlin Sullivan
SUPPOR TING VENDORS | FabCrew & Business Furniture

STRATEGIC CAPITAL PARTNERS
PARKWOOD CROSSING NINE
Indianapolis, IN

COMPACT PROJECT - UNDER 15,000 SF
VISIONLOFT
Indianapolis, IN

DESIGN TEAM | Eric Knott & Heidi Lofton
CONTRACTOR | Hokanson Companies, Inc.
PHOTOGRAPHER | Frederick|Julius Photography & VisionLoft
SUPPORTING VENDORS | Purposeful Design & CCS Presentation Systems

COMPACT PROJECT - UNDER 15,000 SF